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THE POLICE STATION IN SDEROT, ISRAEL WITH ITS DISPLAY OF
rockets retrieved following attacks from Gaza is just one more example of
what Israelis have had to endure during their country’ s brief history.

Israel’s Sixty-Fourth
Anniversary

ANITA SURMAN
Editor
General News Section

The sixty-fourth anniversary of the
State of Israel, like those which preceded it, is
an historic event not only for Israel but for
Jews everywhere. It seems almost incredible,
even after the years have passed since Israel’s
independence was declared, that this miracle
should have taken place in our own lifetime.
It seems almost as difficult to believe that
Israel should have been able to overcome the
dangers which have beset her since
Independence - the fear at the outset of economic collapse, the concerns over internal
divisions, the danger from external enemies
willing, at any sign of weakness, to strike and
to destroy, to cripple and to kill.
The creation of the State of Israel in
1948 and its survival over the past 64 years
constitute a tremendous victory of the spirit.
Israel is a tribute to the gallant Israelis who
have shown their willingness to sacrifice
everything, including their lives, for freedom
and it is this willingness to make every sacrifice which, more than anything else, has
kept the armies of its enemies at bay.
Israel continues to face serious challenges: the threat from Iran and perhaps
even from those with whom she has nominal
peace agreements, the stagnation in the
“peace process” with the Palestinians, the
confrontations among the dozens of different
shades of religious thought, the growing
disparity in incomes. Yet the success it

has achieved over the past 64 years should
give Jews confidence that this often beleaguered nation will be able to cope with whatever future crises arise.
Meanwhile, as the decades unfold,
we may expect Israel to continue to develop
along indigenous lines of its own. These
lines will, by the very nature of the physical distance between Israel and the
Diaspora, not always be the lines which
some in the West will follow. The differences in our respective futures will
undoubtedly create tensions which only a
deep mutual understanding of our common ties of peoplehood will be able to ease.
And since Israel is a battlefield where a
people’s destiny is being decided and we
are behind the front, it is perhaps our duty
more than it is theirs, to work in a spirit of
understanding and to ensure that the
bonds between us are maintained and even
strengthened.
Jewish communities throughout
Canada celebrated Israel’s 64th anniversary
with various Israel Day events. We would
hope that all Jews, even those whose commitment to Israel lacks the passion we
would like to see, will join in the tribute to a
nation, small is size, but abundant in
courage and spirit, to which we are bound
by ties of common blood, common history,
common ideas and common ideals.
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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN
Ballpark Packed But Not For Baseball
There were 40,000
people in the stands at New
York’s Citi Field on May
20th. The Jumbo Tron displayed shots of cute kids in
the stands. Airlines from
LaGuardia drowned out the
noise from the stands.
But there was something different about this
crowd. For one, the crowd
consisted of all men in black
hats.
For another, there
was no sign of any baseball
players. The Mets were in
Pittsburgh. And two billboards advertising Cholula
Hot Sauce were covered in
plastic to hide the scantily
clad women pictured on the
bottles.
So who were these
40,000 men?
They were
ultra-Orthodox Jews attending a rally to protest the
dangers of the Internet.
Rabbis told the crowd that
the Internet was a threat to
their children and to ultraOrthodoxy in general. The
Internet,
said
Rabbi
Ephfraim Wachsman, is
“changing who we are...You
can see it in the ebbing eyes
of the younger generation. in
the jittery inattentiveness of
our children, in the flippant
and callous language and
attitude, the cynism...the
unbelievable breeches of
modesty”. Added Rabbi
Yechiel Meir Katz, the Dziboi
rebbe, “There is not sufficient integrity among the
generation today for people
to be able to sit in front of a
screen with the Internet,
and to be able to decide
what is acceptable and what
is not.”
The event was organized by Ichud Hakehillos
LeTohar HaMachane, or the
Unification of the Communities

for the Purification of the
Camp. Both Hasidic and
non-Hasidic ultra-Orthodox
were in attendance.
As for women, live
feeds were broadcast to
women only venues in some
Orthodox neighbourhoods.

Second Most Wanted
Dies Natural Death
Klaas Carel Faber,
the number 2 target of the
Simon Wiesenthal Centre,
died recently at 90 in
Berlin. Klaus was first

sentenced to death in 1947
for killing at least 11 people at a staging post for
Dutch Jews. His sentence
was commuted to life in
1952 but he escaped the
Dutch prison and fled to
Germany.
He became a
citizen and lived as a fugitive for 60 years, resisting
attempts
by
the
Netherlands to have him
extradited.

Not the
Biggest Tipper

NORTH YORK GENERAL HOSPITAL (NYGH)
recently launched the largest fundraising campaign in its history. The $150 million fundraising
initiative will support facility upgrades, new technologies and equipment, research and education,
as well as emerging priorities. Two Canadian families well-known to the Hospital for their longstanding philanthropic leadership and generosity,
Charlotte and Lewis Steinberg, seen above, and
Gulshan and Pyarali G. Nanji – helped launch the
fundraising campaign with monumental contribution. The Steinbergs’ landmark $12 million
Campaign contribution is believed to be the largest
gift by individual donors to a community hospital in
Canadian history. Their gift will support the redevelopment of the Charlotte & Lewis Steinberg
Emergency department, the establishment of the
Steinberg Family Acute Care Unit, and the purchase of a new CT scanner. The Hospital is naming
the prominent South Tower, facing Highway 401,
as the Steinberg Family Tower in their honour. The
Steinbergs also made a previous Campaign gift to
purchase three state-of-the-art digital mammography machines, establishing the Karen Heather and
Lynn Steinberg Breast Services.

It has not been the
best of times for Facebook
Founder Mark Zuckerberg.
While he is still worth billions, the value of his portfolio has clearly diminished over the past few
weeks. So it seems that
while on his recent honeymoon, Zuckerberg realized
that he would have to
scrimp just a bit.
The newly-wed couple spent their honeymoon
in Rome. While there he
and Priscilla lunched at
the kosher restaurant
Nonna Betta in the city’s
Jewish Ghetto area. The
bill came to $40.
In
Europe,
of
course, the gratuity is
included in the total
amount of the check. But
waiters, aware of his reputation for being a generous
tipper, were expecting the
Zuckerbergs to leave a little something extra.
But the staff was
out of luck. The couple
walked out the door without leaving a cent more
than the $40.
And
one
more
thing. Wine was apparently beyond the couple’s budget. They limited their
drinks to water and tea.
(Please turn to page 16)
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We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
on its 64th Anniversary
May the year ahead bring peace and
prosperity to all in the Middle East

TERROR AND
ISRAEL’S
MORALE
INTIFADA DID NOT DAMPEN ISRAELIS SPIRITS
By DAVID ROSENBERG, MEDIA LINE

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
on its 64th Anniversary
May the year ahead bring peace and
prosperity to all in the Middle East

Does seeing a bus
bombing or a shooting
attack on television, or
reading about in the newspaper, affect your state of
mind?
Common sense says
it should. Terrorists certainly believe that small but
high-profile acts of violence
undermine their enemies’
morale. There is documented evidence of post-traumatic
stress
disorder
(PTSD) on a mass scale after
events like 9/11. But a
recent study seeking a correlation of terror attacks to
people’s sense of happiness
begs to differ.
The study “Does
Terrorism
Demoralize?
Evidence From Israel” took
surveys conducted by the
government’s
Central
Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
during the height of the
Second Palestinian Intifada,
isolating the responses
given within days of a terror
attack, to see whether people’s sense of “life satisfaction” was affected by the
violence.
It wasn’t, not one
bit. In fact, said Asaf
Zussman, one of the three
researchers who wrote the
paper, people’s moods were
more likely be affected by
whether the day was sunny
or overcast.
“Terrorism is meant
to demoralize. You want the
Israelis to feel miserable.
They have political motives,
too, to change our mind on
settlements or borders what
have you, but the psychological element
is very
important,” he told The
Media Line. “What was

amazing is that we found
daily fluctuations in the
weather have more of an
effect on life satisfaction
than terrorism.”
The study covered
the years 2002 through
2004 when 785 Israelis
were killed in attacks by
Palestinians, two thirds of
them civilians. Yet the CBS
surveys taken at the time
found almost no difference
is the proportion of people
“very satisfied” or “fairly satisfied” over the years.
In 2002, the year
with by far the highest
number of deaths, 82.9% of
those asked reported being
satisfied. The next year,
even as fatalities fell by half,
the happiness quotient
barely budged, with 81.7%
reporting they were satisfied. In 2004 when fatalities
were even lower, the percentage was 82.4%. “The
Israeli population is very
resilient,” Zussman said.
Societal responses
to terror have been documented before, but the
study by Zussman, who
teaches at The Hebrew
University;
Dmitri
Romanov, who works at the
CBS; and Noam Zussman, a
Bank of Israel researcher,
breaks new ground by tying
the satisfaction data so
closely to the time and place
if a terror attack. By doing
so, the three aimed to
reduce any extraneous factors that might have an
impact on people’s state of
mind.
Strangely enough, it
was Israeli Arabs whose
mood was most affected by
(Please turn to page 12)
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I S R A E L’ S
PR BATTLE
NEW IDEAS ARE NEEDED TO CONVEY
ISRAEL’S MESSAGE
By DOVID EFUNE
Have you ever witnessed a bird trapped inside
a room with glass windows,
trying to escape? It's an
agonizing sight. Unable to
identify
the
point
of
obstruction, inevitably the
poor feathered creature
rams repeatedly into the
glass until it knocks itself
unconscious. This was how
I felt watching the recent
Jerusalem Post Conference
panel on "the delegitimization of Israel."
I
have
personal
respect for most of the people who sat on the panel as
genuine well-meaning individuals. Each was passionate, some in selfless dedication; others appeared less
sincere and more self-righteous. What is clear to me is
that while informed and eloquent spokespeople
for
Israel, many of those Jewish
leaders
charged
with
addressing possibly the

greatest Jewish challenge of
our time, are somewhat
lacking when it comes to
grasping the fundamentals
of modern mass communication and charting paths to
victory in the battleground
of ideas.
One panelist suggested that in order to be
successful, Israel advocates
need "to change the conversation," as in, don't focus on
contentious political issues
of conflict but rather try to
accentuate all the peaches
and cream that Israel has to
offer. Among the most oft
mentioned, are Israel's hi
tech and bio tech industries
and the tenacity and ingenuity of its entrepreneurs
made famous by the bestselling book 'Start up
Nation.' Other favorites
include Israeli art, musicians, theater and agricultural advances.
(Please turn to page 13)

We Are Pleased to Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
on its 64th Anniversary
We wish all the peoples of the Middle East
peace and security in the years ahead.

We Extend Best Wishes to the State of
Israel on its 64th Anniversary.
We wish you continued success in
the years ahead.
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We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish Community
and to the State of Israel
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
May the coming year bring peace and
security to the Middle East

T R AV E L
TALES
HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE JEWISH TRAVELLER
By MIKE COHEN

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
May this year bring peace to all in
the Middle East.

SUNNY
ISLES
FLORIDA: I recently visited
South Florida for the first
time in more than two
years. Whereas I am used
to going there over the
Christmas holidays, this
time my family and I chose
to do so during the March
School Break.
We were based in
Sunny Isles Beach, known
as Florida’s Riviera. Located
midway between downtown
Miami and Fort Lauderdale,
with easy access to business centers, Sunny Isles
also includes entertainment, sports and recreational facilities, and tourist
attractions.
It’s a great
place for a family vacation.
THE ACQUALINA:
Here is some news about
the Acqualina Resort & Spa
on
the
Beach
(http://www.acqualinarresort.com), unquestionably
the most extraordinary
property in Sunny Isles
Beach. We had the opportunity to spend part of a day
there in the comforts of a
cozy cabana where we
enjoyed a delicious lunch
from the poolside Costa
Grill. The Acqualina entered
2012 with a splash, receiving award recognitions from
AAA, Spas of America, Trip
Advisor and U.S. News &
World Report.
The resort received
the following awards: 2012
AAA Five Diamond Hotel
Award for the third consecutive year; 2012 Trip
Advisor Traveler’s Choice
Award – Top Luxury Hotel
in the U.S; Spas of America
Top 100 Spa’s of 2011 - #1
Florida, #5 Beach Experience,

#29 Worldwide; 2011 U.S.
News & World Report Best
Luxury Hotels in the U.S.
Their onsite spa has been
recognized for its lasting
elegance on the beach. In
addition to the facility’s
eleven
multi-functional
treatment rooms, four spa
treatment rooms, and a private spa suite for two, ESPA
at Acqualina also provides
every guest with the chance
to enjoy the beautiful outdoor terrace with a spa pool,
heated jet pool, and Roman
waterfall - all set against the
gorgeous backdrop of the
Atlantic Ocean.
JEWISH COMMUNITY: There is a definite
Jewish flavor to Sunny Isles
Beach. It has a significant
(Please turn to page 15)

We Join in Wishing
Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th
Anniversary.
We congratulate its
people on their many
achievements and
hope the year ahead
brings peace to all in
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BUILDING IN
TORONTO
JEWS ADD MUCH TO GTA’S BUILDING PATTERNS
By MARVIN SELICSON
It was not that long
ago that Jewish participation in the industrial and
commercial life of Canada
was confined to two distinct
areas of activity. The commercial life of Jews was confined largely to trade. The
industrial activity of Jews
was concentrated largely in
garment manufacturing. A
long and troubled history
was the foundation upon
which these restrictions
were based and the task

of escaping their limitations
appeared, at one time, too
formidable and futile to
attempt.
Jews continue to
remain prominent in the
area of trade and even
apparel manufacture. But
one of the constructive
results of the wider integration of Jews into Canadian
life has been the increasing
diversity of the
Jewish
occupational patterns.
(Please turn to following page)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to
Toronto’s Jewish Builders, Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We are always pleased to serve you.

KINGSAL
MAINTENANCE
BUILDING CLEANING SERVICES
• COMMERCIAL CLEANING
• AFTER CONSTRUCTION CLEAN UP
• COMPLETE CARPET CARE
• WITH 5 MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE
• REFERENCES AVAILABLE

WE TAKE YOUR CLEANING SERIOUSLY
WWW.KINGSAL.COM

80 Colville

416 248-4538

We Extend Best Wishes to the State of Israel
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
May the coming year bring peace and security to the Middle East
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends in the
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AND
BUILDING TRADES.
We congratulate you on your contribution
to the growth and development
of our city and province.
We are always pleased to serve you.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Toronto’s
Jewish Builders, Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you on your contribution to the
growth and development of the GTA.
We are always pleased to serve you.

SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
Capabilities
•
•
•
•
•
Facilities
•

JEWS IN THE BUILDING TRADE
(Continued from preceding page)
Perhaps the most
dynamic evidence of the
diversity is the prominence
of Jews in the Construction
and
Building
Industry
Trades. It is true, of course,
that many of the early
Jewish
immigrants
to
Canada were carpenters
and builders. But this tangential association of Jews
with construction was only
a pale shadow of their present position in the industry.
Many of the most
impressive buildings in the
nation - commercial, industrial, residential - have been
the products of Jewish
energy, drive, ambition and
ability, and it is hard to
imagine Canada without the
imposing
monuments
which are being created by
its Jewish builders, contractors, engineers and
architects throughout the
nation.
The
contribution
which Jews are making to
the Construction Industry
and Building Trades is, of

Design/Build, Renovation & Upgrade
Building Automation Systems
Facilities Management
Planned Preventive Maintenance
24-Hour Emergency Services

Contact Person:
Ken Kingham @ 416.366.2541

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to Toronto’s
Jewish Builders,
Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you
on your
contribution to the
growth and
development of the GTA.
We are always pleased to

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to Toronto’s
Jewish Builders,
Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you
on your
contribution to the
growth and
development of the
GTA.

Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning
Electrical
Sheet Metal Fabrication
Process Piping, Plumbing,Refrigeration
Millwriting

Commercial/Office, Industrial,Education
& Institutional.

course, an indication of the
energy,
ability
and
dynamism which characterizes their general approach
towards life. But more than
this, it is an indication of
their faith in the future of

MINTO 30 ROE IS
another project by Minto
Group Inc., developer
and condo builder in
Toronto.
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Canada and their faith in
their own future in this
country. During their lifetime in Canada Jews have
achieved an integration in
to the general community
which is almost unique in
their history and their current willingness to invest in
projects which will be liquidated only over a period of
many years expresses their
confidence in the permanence of the healthy adjustment they have made to
what is a comparatively new
environment for them.

9
The
Construction
Industry
and
Building
Trades has provided a new
area of activity for Jews.
That this new field has been
a profitable one goes without saying. But there is an
obverse side to this coin. In
their participation in the
Construction Industry Jews
have been an important factor in the relative prosperity
which all Canadians have
enjoyed for so many years.
In helping themselves they
have helped Canada.
(Please turn to following page}

We Extend Best Wishes
to the State of Israel
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
May the coming year bring peace and security to
the Middle East

Rick Sokoloff
President
80 Citizen Court, Unit #11, Markham, Ontario L6G
1A7
Tel: 905.305.0195 • Fax: 905.305.9518
Toll Free: 1.888.750.2444
E-mail: rick@qualityallied elevator.com

A TEAM OF RENOWNED ARCHITECTS,
city officials and developers, recently broke
ground on the exciting Canary District, an
area in the city's West Don Lands which will
be transfor med from a home for athletes
participating
in
the
T oronto
2015
Pan/Parapan
American
Games,
into
Toronto's most ambitious city-building project in generations. Pictured above, right to
left,
are,
Bruce
Kuwabara,
Partner,
Kuwabara
Payne
McKenna
Blumberg
(KPMB);
Meg
Davis,
Vice-President
Development, Waterfront T oronto; Peter
Clewes, Principal, Architects Alliance;
Wayne Carson, EVP & General Counsel,
Kilmer Van Nostrand Co. Limited; Jason
Lester,
President,
Dundee
Kilmer
Developments L.P. and COO, Dundee Realty
Corporation; Albert Schultz, Artistic Director
Soulpepper
Theatre
Company;
Ken
Tanenbaum, Executive Vice President and
Larry Tanenbaum, Chair man, Kilmer Van
Nostrand Co. Limited; Krystal Koo, Director,
Sales and Marketing, Dundee Realty
Corporation.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to
Toronto’s Jewish Builders, Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you on your
contribution to the growth and
development of the GTA.
We are always pleased to serve you.

• Manufacturing of architectural and
structural precast concrete
• Diverse projects from simple precast concrete
paving to complicated post tensioned
custom made columns and beams
• Residential, institutional, commercial
• Renovations and stonework duplications
• Personal care, dedicated Staff
• On time, on budget, top quality
152 Toryork Drive,
Toronto, ON M9L 1X6
416-746-2379
Fax: 416-746-6218
www.tri-krete.com
info@tri-krete.com
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JEWS IN THE BUILDING TRADES
(Continued from preceding page)
While it is no more
than natural for Jews to
take pride in the achievements of fellow Jews it
would be a mistake to deny
credit to the many other
ethnocultural groups which
have made a profound

contribution
to
the
Construction
Industry
and Building Trades and
whose work can be seen
across Toronto and the
province. In this area,
as in so many others t h e
products of faith and

We at

Guild Electric
Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
We congratulate you on your many achievements
and we hope the coming year will bring peace and
security to all in the Middle East
Electrical & Communication Contractors to
Industry, Commerce, Traffic & Institutions
470 Midwest Road, Scarborough, ON M1P 4Y5
416-288-8222

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to
Toronto’s Jewish Builders, Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you on your
contribution to the growth and
development of the GTA.
We are always pleased to serve you.

Avanti
Surveying
210 North Queen St.,
416 231-1174

SAM MIZRAHI, HEAD OF THE FULL SERVICE
home building company Mizrahi Design Build, has
built his company based on a core set of values.
Mizrahi Design Build is committed to delivering to
Toronto what the city lacks - an old-world
approach that brings back timeless classic, craftsmanship. His company is Canada’s only ISO
9001 registered builder and so he can absolutely
guarantee that every residential and commercial
project he undertakes will be subject to globally
recognized standards.
Mizrahi Design Build
knows the value of providing good service, and
that means being in constant contact with clients,
helping to ensure that projects are on time and on
budget. But Sam Mizrahi is more than simply a
“builder”. His commitment to Jewish philanthropic causes is helping to raise valuable dollars for
community projects.
His Six Points Jewish
Venture Philanthropy Fund, which he co-chairs
with Noah Godfrey and Jonathan Bloomberg, is
dedicated to fostering charitable innovations consistent with Jewish values. The bold vision of the
Forest Hill Jewish Centre, for which Mr. Mizrahi is
construction co-chairman, has sparked his entrepreneurial spirit. Sam’s faith in the future of a vigorous Jewish life in Canada continues to stimulate
him to help build institutions which are invaluable
features of modern Jewish life.
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courage of recent and early
immigrants to Canada are
clearly evident.
As we
approach a period in which
a tendency is developing to
discount the value of immigration, it must be repeated,
time and time again, that
immigration is an asset not
a liability. And there is no
better proof of the contri-

We Extend
Best Wishes to
Metropolitan
Toronto’s Jewish
Builders and
Developers.
It is always our
pleasure to serve your
security needs.

We Take Pleasure
in Extending
Congratulations to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th
Anniversary
May the year ahead
brings peace and
security to all
in the Middle East.
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bution immigrants have
made to the Canadian economy, the Canadian standard of living, the general
quality of Canadian life,
than in those who have
been
involved
in
the
Construction Industry and
Building Trades.
Wherever you look
in the GTA you can see evidence of this truth: in the
availability of living accommodations, in the profusion

THE LATE HAROLD
Green’s contribution to
the Canadian construction industry is legendary. In the early
1950s he took over the
construction division of
Greenwin Construction
Company which, under
his direction, became
one of Toronto’s largest
residential builders and
developers. He was the
chairman of Verdiroc
D e v e l o p m e n t
Corporation. which he
formed in 1978 with his
sons Eric, Cary and
Kevin. In 1998 he was
inducted
into
the
Greater Toronto Home
Builders
Association
Hall of Fame. Harold
Green’s estate helped
fund the Harold Green
Jewish
Theatre
Company.

of working space, in the
many cultural, religious
and social institutions that
have been created since
Canada began to welcome
newcomers to share in its
progress.
It is essential that
this contribution be proper-

ly evaluated, if the nation is
to enjoy that freedom from
prejudice, that spirit of
mutual understanding, that
willingness to play host to
newcomers of all races and
all religious,
which has
helped ensure its continued
growth and development.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Toronto’s
Jewish Builders, Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you on your
contribution to the growth and
development of the GTA.
We are always pleased to serve you.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Toronto’s
Jewish Builders, Developers,
Architects and Engineers
We congratulate you on your
contribution to the growth and
development of the GTA.
We are always pleased to serve you.

107 Keele St.,
Toronto, Ontario
416 767-1251
Fax: 416 767-8056
ba@baconst.com
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We Join in Wishing Peace and Prosperity to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th Anniversary

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
May the coming year bring peace to all in
the Middle East

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
May the coming year bring peace to all in
the Middle East

TERROR AND ISRAEL’S MORALE
(Continued from page 4)
the attacks even though
they were not the intended
targets of the Intifada
attacks. The study suggests
that the reason is that
Israeli Arabs expected to
experience more discrimination or perhaps revenge
attacks by the majority
Jewish population as a
result of terrorism.
So, why are Israelis
such Teflon-coated terror
targets?
The authors offer
two alternative explanations. One is that people
respond positively when
they feel that their government is taking steps to curb
terror. In fact, after a slow
start, Israel’s counter-terrorism strategy did work
and by 2005 the Intifada
had faded and by 2007 the
number of terror deaths for
the year was just 13.
But another factor is
what
researchers
call
“social resiliency.” Terror is
part of the fabric of everyday life with inspections at
the front of restaurants and
other public places and
evacuation for suspicious
objects. “Terrorism has
become expected and therefore the reaction to it is
muted,” Zussman and his
colleagues conclude in the
paper.
Zussman
admits
that the study, which was

published in the journal
Economica, has been greeted with some skepticism.
The CBS survey and others
like it have been criticized
for failing to capture people’s real mood. Moreover,
the study itself only began
collecting data in 2002, two
years after the Second
Intifada broke out and people may simply have grown
inured to bombings and
shootings.
Indeed,
another
study on the impact of terrorism and happiness came
to different conclusions.
Published in 2009, it surveyed attitudes in France,
Britain and Ireland from
1973 to 2002 and found
that terrorism was a real
downer. Among its findings,
it found that a resident of
terror-torn
Northern
Ireland would be willing to
pay as much as 37% of his
income for a reduction in
violence to levels prevalent
in more peaceful parts of
the country.
Orly Gal, executive
director of Natal, a Tel Avivbased center that helps people traumatized by terrorism, said large numbers of
Israelis display symptoms of
PSTD, which includes such
things as feelings of distress
and nightmares.
“Research
shows
that 10% of the population

A J LANZAROTTA
WHOLESALE FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES LTD.
SUPPLYING RESTAURANTS, HOTELS,
INSTITUTIONS AND CATERERS
We guarantee the highest quality of fresh and
custom-processed produce
www.ajlanzarotta.com

1000 Lakeshore Road, East Mississauga
905 891-0510
No charge Dial 1-800-361-4519

We Extend Best Wishes to the State of Israel
on its 64th Anniversary.
We wish you continued success
in the years ahead.
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in Israel is affected by terror
or war. We are talking about
more than 700,000 people,”
Gal told The Media Line.
“Children and women are
affected much more.”
She
said
PSTD
symptoms continue affecting people long after they
are exposed to an attack
and often are seen in people
who have not been directly
involved in an attack at all.
For them, Natal runs a hot
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line in additional to its team
of 120 psychologist for the
most serious cases.
“We see that in
emergency situations people run to the doctor
because they are under
stress. When it’s quieter,
they go to a psychologist
because they have the time
to take care of themselves,”
said Gal. “When it’s quiet,
more people approach us
for long-term treatment.”

•
ISRAEL’S PR BATTLE
(Continued from page 5)
Of course, this sort
of positive reinforcement
and public education is
important for any country,
but when it comes to
Israel's dire representation
in the media, this type of
focus is actually largely
beside the point.
The sad fact is that
whether we accept it or not,
Israel and the Jewish people
are under assault. Against
our will we have been drawn
into a war or information,
and corralled into the dock
of public evaluation, if we
do not choose to fight back
and perhaps overcome our
adversaries, we will find
ourselves impaled on a

spear of lies and hatred.
In March, there was
an escalation in rocket
attacks from Gaza and a
subsequent Israeli response
that made world headlines.
On the morning of March
12th if one were to type the
word 'Israel' into the Twitter
search bar, one would have
been met with an image of a
bloodied Palestinian girl
cradled in the arms of her
father, labeled with the following headline, "Palestine
is bleeding. Another child
killed by Israel....Another
father carrying his child to a
grave in Gaza." It turns out
that according to Reuters who took the picture - it was

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
We congratulate you on your achievements and
hope that the coming year brings peace to all in the
Middle East.

• Manufacturers of Fireplace Accessories
• Railings, Gates• Blacksmithing
• Work in Stainless, Brass, Aluminum

actually from 2006, and the
girl died tragically in an
accident.
day
such
Every
libelous accusations are
released through various
media channels, and each
episode amounts to a bullet
fired in Israel's direction.
"Changing the conversation," might be comparable

to a soldier on the front
lines showing off his physical good looks. We are being
accused of killing children,
who cares about Israel
inventing instant messaging? So, their argument
goes, the 'Start up Nation'
pioneers are guilty of war
crimes.
(Please turn to following page)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
We congratulate you on your many achievements
May the year ahead bring peace to all in the
Middle East

Featuring magnificent antique billiard tables,
fine cuisine and attentive staff
The Academy’s elegant setting is the perfect
backdrop for your Bar or Bat Mitzvah, wedding,
anniversary or engagement party
One Snooker Street (formerly Hanna Avenue)

416-532-2782
www.sphericalarts.com
We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
on its 64th Anniversary.
We wish its people well in the years ahead.
May the year ahead bring lasting peace to all in the
Middle East.
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We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
on its 64th Anniversary
We wish its people peace and prosperity
in the years ahead.

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish Community and
to the State of Israel on its
64th Anniversary
May the year ahead bring peace and security to all in
the Middle East

ISRAEL’S PR BATTLE
(Continued from preceding page)
These matters must
be addressed head on, and
yes, it may be a messy business. There is no courtesy
or commonly respected
guidelines, and as we were
not the initiators of this
conflict, we can't dictate its
terms.
Another misperception is in the value placed
on the virtue of Israel's
arguments. Today, it is no
longer enough to be right,
what is more important is
that we are heard, and it is
he who shouts loudest that
will
have
an
impact.
Investing in mechanisms
and platforms for amplify-

PIER 4 STOREHOUSE
RESTAURANT
A CASUAL WATERFRONT HIDEAWAY
Seafood, Steaks & Pasta
Outdoor patio-groups welcome

245 Queens Quay West
(416) 203-1440
We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th Anniversary
We hope the coming year bring peace and security
to all in the Middle East

VITAL PLANET
Vitamins • Supplements
Natural Foods, Organic Produce
& Bulk Food
Open 7 Days a Week
53 Lower Jarvis Street
416 366-4353
2789 Lake Shore Blvd. W
416 251-0553

STEPHEN ADLER HAS
been
appointed
Executive Director of the
Canadian Friends of Tel
Aviv University.
Mr.
Adler comes to CFTAU
with more than 10
years of experience as a
fundraising and communications professional; philanthropic advisor and senior administrator in the not for profit sector. He has played
an important role with
the Reena Foundation,
Heart
and
Stroke
Foundation of Ontario
and
the
Multiple
Sclerosis Society of
Canada.

ing the Jewish voice are an
absolute necessity if we are
to be heard. This includes
building new media outlets,
and enlisting the services of
those able to influence and
inform existing organizations. Superior firepower is
key to being effective.
With
regard
to
engaging youth, it is true as
one panelist mentioned,
that many young people
have other priorities, but
then again, our adversaries
are faced with the same
challenge. The success of
the BDS movement for
example is not because
young adults are clamoring
to participate in distorted
applications of social justice
principles, but that the
organizers understood the
power of consistency and
pro-activeness. If we are to
seek methods to inspire
young Jews in America,
Israel can't be brought to
them; they must be brought
to Israel. The question can't
be, what are young people
interested in, but rather,
how can Israel's message be
presented in a way that will
inspire their engagement?
If we are to be suc-

We Extend Best Wishes
to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
on its 64th anniversary.
We congratulate Israelis
on their many
achievements and hope
the coming year will
bring you peace
and security.
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cessful,
those
stating
Israel's case in a public setting must radically re-think
their strategies.
The Author is the
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editor of The Algemeiner
and director of the GJCF
Please visit www.algemeiner.com for more information.

•
TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from page 6)
Jewish population and
enjoys close ties with its
Israeli sister city of Netanya.
Mayor Norman Edelcup and
a number of town commissioners are Jewish.
DINING OUT: There
are a number of kosher
restaurants in the Sunny
Isles area, the best being
Grill Time (www.grilltimerestaurant.com) on Biscayne
Boulevard, off 163rd Street.
But for the many Jewish
tourists staying at or nearby the Acqualina, dinner at
the
acclaimed
Italian
restaurant Il Mulino New
York
(www.ilmulinonewyork.com)
has
become a favorite spot.
Renowned for its bustling
and energetic atmosphere,
market fresh daily specials,
extensive selection of fine
Italian wines and an impeccably polished wait staff,
this is one of more than a
dozen (and counting) Il
Mulino locations. It has
already become
a much
sought-after establishment,
frequented by both locals
and visitors in the know.

The 110-seat indoor
restaurant spreads onto a
24-seat veranda overlooking
the ocean. Service here is
absolutely
spectacular.
Experienced Maitre ‘D Tino
Ponti Corvo is there to greet
you while regional director
of
operations
Jason
Rodriguez is often on site
and your contact to book
private functions.
The menu draws
upon the rustic and hearty
Abruzzi region in Italy with
complimentary antipasto
tastings of soppresatta,
bruschetta,
reggiano
parmesan, fried zucchini
and garlic/cheese bread
sticks, and dishes like rack
of lamb (a half rack will
probably be sufficient),
scampi oreganta, veal picata and langoustines, with
old-world service and tableside cooking provided by the
staff. Ask for the fish specials, such as dover sole.
Delicious sides include
rosemary potatoes and
risotto. The tortellini soup is
simply the best of its kind I
(Please turn to following page)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community and to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 6th Anniversary
We congratulate you on your many achievements and
we wish you continued success.

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
We congratulate you on your many achievements and
hope that the coming brings peace and security to all
in the Middle East.

COINAMATIC
CANADA INC.
Smart Card and Coin Vended Laundry
Full Service Contracts, Rentals & Sales
Parking Management
301 Matheson Blvd. W.,
Mississauga, 905 755-1946
No charge Dial..............1 800 561-1972

We Are Pleased to Extend Greetings
to the State of Israel
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
We congratulate you on your many achievements.
May the year ahead bring peace and security to all in the Middle East.
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We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
We congratulate you on your many achievements
and hope that the coming year brings peace and
security to all in the Middle East

TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from preceding page)
have ever tasted while the
caesar salad gets high
marks as well. We tried the
octopus this time, which
everyone shared happily. I
was astounded upon our
arrival that despite a two
and a half interval since my
last visit, our section captain Gustavo not only

remembered me – he
recalled exactly what I
ordered.
Mike Cohen’s email
address is
info@mikecohen.ca. Keep up with his
travels at http://www.
sandboxworld.com/travel
and follow him on Twitter
@mikecohencsl.

•
WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 3)

Munich Forty Years Later

We Take Pleasure in Extending
Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
May the year ahead bring peace and
security to the Middle East

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
We congratulate you on your many
achievements and hope that the year ahead
brings peace to all in the Middle East

Avraham Melamed
is now 67. Forty years ago,
the Israeli Olympic swimmer survived the Munich
terrorist attack because he
happened to be sleeping in
Building 2, which due to the
quick thinking of some of
the captives was missed by
the terrorists.
Eleven of
Melamed’s friends and
teammates were not as fortunate.
Almost immediately
after the Munich games
Melamed returned to the
United States to finish college and resume his swimming career at West Liberty
State College.
He has
remained in the United
States ever since. Today,

the olympian teaches swimming at a health club outside New York city. He tries
to do so in anonymity, but
the swimmers on the
Premier Athletic Club team
are now aware of his past.
Erika Krumlauf says she
had no idea who her coach
was when she joined the
team. But she googled the
instructor and learned that
he swam for Israel in both
the
1964
and
1968
Olympics.
Melamed was not
named to the 1972 Israeli
olympic team. Internal politics in Israeli swimming
meant that he was overlooked.
He was sent to
Munich by an obscure
Israeli newspaper but could
not get media credentials
once in Munich. However,
he had begun serving as a

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish
Community and to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
May the year ahead bring peace and
prosperity to all in the Middle East

WE’VE MOVED
Please visit us at our new location at
29 Dufflaw Rd.,
(between Caledonia and Dufferin off Lawrence)
Toronto, ON M6A 2W4
416 787-0391
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coach for one of the Israeli
swimmers and he was able
to stay with the team’s delegation. But even if he hadn’t received permission he
knew that sneaking into the
Munich Olympic Village
would not be much of a
challenge.
“I didn’t even
have a key to the apartment”, he recalls.
The story of the
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Munich attack has been
told and retold in film,
books and documentaries.
But a new documentary,
Eleventh
Day-The
The
Survivors of Munich 1972,
will focus solely on the survivors. “It’s almost unbelievable”,
says
Emanuel
Rotstein, the director of production, that those men
who survived such a terrible
assault on their lives disappeared from the collective
memory and didn’t play any
role in the way the attacks
were reported and even
commemorated up to now”.
The documentary will be
released on July 7th, just
ahead of the London
Games.
Meanwhile, Melamed,
who reluctantly went to
Munich to be interviewed
for the documentary, and
who was reunited with fellow survivors for the first
time, continues to reflect on
the impact that fateful day
in Munich had on his life.
“It’s like people surviving a
tornado,” he says. “You go
on. It was a tornado in my
life. It was disruptive, but it
passed.”
The computer science
programmer
and
swimming coach adds: “My
friends died...I’m not a victim. I’m a survivor”.

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th Anniversary
We congratulate you on your
many achievements.
May the year ahead bring peace for all in the
Middle East

We Take Pleasure in Extending Best Wishes to the
State of Israel
the On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary
We congratulate you on your
remarkable achievement.
May the year ahead bring peace and security to
all in the Middle East

We Extend Best Wishes to the
State of Israel
the On the Occasion of its
64th Anniversary
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We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its
64th Anniversary
We wish its people continued success
in all their endeavours.

We join in Extending Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of the 60th Anniversary
We congratulate you on your many achievments and
we hope the coming year will bring peace and
security to all in the Middle East

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th Anniversary
Your achievements have been remarkable
and we wish you well in the coming years.

Cover Story

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN OF
Canada - Toronto Section, the Toronto Board of
Rabbis and Trillium Gift of Life Network recently hosted an evening at Beth Tzedec Synagogue on the subject of organ donation. Rabbi Baruch FrydmanKohl(top photo on front cover), Senior Rabbi of
Beth Tzedec, discussed the halakhic/Jewish
legal issues related to organ donation and transplantation, explaining that authorities in all the
movements in Judaism agree that it is a mitzvah
to register as an organ donor. Versha Prakash,
Vice President of Operations at Trillium Gift of Life
Network, spoke about the urgent need for organ
donors in Ontario where only 21% of Ontarians are
registered, and in the GTA a very low 13%. The
community then heard the very inspiring story of
Mindy Halper deciding to be a live kidney donor to
friend, Chaya Levinson. Chaya Levinson also
spoke, sharing the disappointments and challenges of waiting to find an appropriate kidney
match and the life-saving blessing of Mindy's gift.
Heather Talbot was courageous and moving in
speaking about the death of her 22 year old son,
Jonathan. in a car accident and the family's decision to donate his organs to save the lives of others. Teen volunteers were on site with computers
to enable attendees to register on line. 20 people
registered right then and there! Pictured on the
cover at bottom are, left to right, Mindy Halpern,
Chaya Levinson, Heather Talbot, Rabbi FrydmanKohl and Versha Prakash. Above Rabbi Miriam
Margles of Beth Tzedec Congregation addresses
the audience.
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MUSIC IS IN THE
AIR AT
BOYS TOWN JERUSALEM

WHILE THE HUM OF COMPUTERS OR THE
note of a robot extending his electronic arm are the
most likely trills to be heard in the technologybased halls of Boys Town Jerusalem, the sound of
real music is echoing in the halls. Thanks to the
recent generous gift from a Charitable Foundation
in Canada, the school’s extracurricular music program has reached a new crescendo, to the delight
of the young singers and musicians who take part
in the program. According to Nir Cohen, who has
directed the Boys Town music studies for the past
12 years, the contribution has enabled him to revitalize and expand the existing collection of instruments—and more. “Today we have electric, classical and bass guitars, a keyboard, percussion
instruments, trumpets, and a flute. We have
installed a state-of-the-art digitized recording studio in our newly remodeled Music Room which is
the talk of the school among the musicians and
‘techies’ alike.” To complement the school’s intensive academic curriculum of technology and
Jewish studies, the extracurricular music program
provides students with the welcome opportunity to
learn to play an instrument, to sing, and to explore
the intricacies of music history and development.
“Here, students from seventh through 12th grades
can find a totally different way of expressing themselves, while gaining the self-confidence and new
skills that come with the commitment to music
studies,” Nir stresses. “It is not easy for them to
devote their very limited free time to music
lessons, but the boys have discovered that
rewards are great.”
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We Salute the State of Israel
On its 64th Anniversary
We wish you peace and prosperity in the year ahead.

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On its 64th Anniversary
Your achievements have been remarkable
and we wish you well in the coming years

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
On the Occasion of its 64th Anniversary.
We congratulate you on your many achievements and wish you peace and
security in the years ahead.

